
IS THE AMERICAN DREAM STILL ACHIEVABLE

Is it still possible to pursue a happy life with a stable job, a family, and wealth or success in life? â€œThe American
Dream is that dream of a land in.

Our strength is our unity of purpose. The American dream is not as accessible as it should be because the
requirements to get a stable career is higher and the struggle to keep it going is more difficult. On the other
side the existence of the ideal of the American Dream is indisputable, no matter it is still achievable today or
not. This is a problem that surrounds all Americans who participate in the economy. This traps the poor in
poverty while the rich get richer at their expense, thus killing the American dream. Finally, Christopher
teaches us that you have to take chances if you want to succeed. Pay bills on time. She believes financial
security is much easier than many assume and shares some simple tips to help them gain confidence in their
financial outlook and decision-making. Essay Topic: Debt , Dream Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this
website! People achieve this dream every day. Read More. You still have to put in the work. As an outcome of
this widening gap between rich and poor and the remaining inequality, the upward mobility in the country has
been becoming impossible day by day, as some researches reveal the disenchanting rates of social-economic
mobility in the USA compared with some European countries. Submit Sure it is. Leave a Comment Speak
your mind, but any form of harassment, impersonation, trolling, or any other form of bullying used in a
comment will be deleted and marked as spam. Briefly, inequality is to be found in every area in the whole
country and it is really intimidating that unequal start with life predestinate lives in a certain way and does not
enable people to 6 change direction easily. Although the belief in equal opportunities is certainly guaranteed
by law, some 60 years after the Civil Rights Movement, the gap between rich and poor is still huge and too
often connected with the question of ethnicity. It also refers to an ideal clearly expressed in the Declaration of
Independence written and signed in  The first thing you should take away from this story is that the Ameican
ideals of hard work and dedication should always guide you. Begin with the end in mind.


